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Sensemaking of scholarly literature through tagging Umer Farooq1, Shaoke Zhang2, and John M. Carroll2 1 Microsoft 2 The Pennsylvania State University Primary author’s contact: [email protected] fixes the vocabulary for sensemaking. Every tag, and every potential tag that was not used, narrows and sharpens the sense that people can easily make of documents.



ABSTRACT



We are interested in people making sense of complex sets of information, and in particular, scholarly literature. Our approach has been to investigate the feasibility, effectiveness, and consequences of using social bookmarking or tagging as a method and tool for organizing the enormous amount of scholarly literature. This position paper highlights two facets of our research to date: (1) metrics for characterizing tagging systems, and (2) models for predicting user’s tagging behavior. We seek to present our results at the workshop in order to collectively enhance our understanding of tagging as a community sensemaking activity.



TAGS AS INFORMATION SCENT



In information foraging theory, user strategies and technologies for information seeking, gathering, and consumption are adapted to the flux of information in the environment according to their costs and benefits [6]. Just as animals rely on scents to forage, users rely on various environmental cues (i.e., information scent) in judging information sources and navigating through information spaces. We argue that tags provide such cues as they embody information scent. They can be considered as an external representation of users’ mental concepts activated by web items. Further, tags can re-activate these concepts in later information foraging behaviors.
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Figure 1 represents a rational model of tagging behavior in information foraging. We use the example of web documents as typical web items that can be tagged. In the triangle, a user assigns tags to certain web documents.
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Social tagging systems such as del.icio.us and Flickr are popular among web users and have recently attracted attention from researchers as a focus of study in Human Computer Interaction and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (e.g., [1-4]). Tagging systems allow users to generate labeled hyperlinks (i.e., tags) to web content for the purposes of further retrieval. These tags are typically keywords or short phrases assigned to any piece of information (e.g., website, photo, video, document, etc). In this sense, tags serve as user-generated metadata, allowing web content to be browsed and searched later. We view tags as information scent for information foraging of scholarly literature by a community of users. Tagging



Figure 1. A rational model of tagging behavior.
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Spreading Activation of Semantic Concepts



A visual web item uses symbolic representations to convey information. In the same way, web documents consist of semantic terms, which can activate users’ cognitive
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processing of corresponding mental concepts. These concepts as internal representations can be represented with nodes in a knowledge network, with properties of the concepts represented as labeled relational links from the nodes to other concept nodes. Reading a new web document or learning can be understood as the relationship between certain conceptual nodes that are changed, that is, the activations spread by tracing an expanding set of links in the network of these concepts.



users who are new to the document for which the tags are assigned. For information retrieval, as time passes by, the activation of semantic concepts will decay, which is embodied as users forgetting something. The knowledge K' decreases to K˝. Semantic terms sustaining high level of activation from decay are critical to retrieve (e.g. to search) the information as information scents. Furthermore, just browsing tags help restore the activations at the lowest cost, by increasing K˝ to K* (usually, K˝ ≤ K*≤ K'). Therefore, a high quality tag should have the highest activation sustainable from the decay for later information foraging.



For example, the document i consists of semantic terms s1, s2, s3, …, sn, which is represented as Di={s1, s2, s3, …, sn}. A user j whose has the network of mental concepts c1, c2, c3, …, cp, which is represented as Uj={c1, c2, c3, …, cp}. When user j is reading document i, there will be a collection of activations Aij={a1, a2, a3, …, am}. Then user j ’s network of mental concepts will be changed to Uj'. The changed knowledge ∆Kj can be represented as ∆Kj= Uj' – Uj. As different users with different backgrounds have different networks of mental concepts Uj, the activations by document i (i.e. Aij) are different.



For exploratory search, tags can give users who are new to the document some ideas about it, that is, tags can increase users’ knowledge from K to K˚ with ∆K. Therefore, tags with highest activation will give the users largest ∆K, so that users will get the highest information benefits. The rational model triangle is an iterative loop. The prior knowledge of user moderates semantic activation. When the user reuses the assigned tags to retrieve information in the document again, his or her knowledge has been changed, so the activation will be different, and the user may modify his or her tags. Furthermore, the tags assigned to a document become a part of the semantic terms of that particular document; therefore, it will give different activations for new users.



Assigning Tags with Salient Activation



The question is which semantic terms (s1, s2, s3, …, sn) can be assigned as tags? Theoretically, all semantic terms having certain activation can be assigned as tags having information scent. However, all semantic terms or tags are not of equal quality, given their varying levels of activation. We define quality tags as semantic terms with the highest activation levels. If a user j is completely rational, there exists a threshold τj, when certain activation ak by term ck is larger than τj, the semantic term ck will be selected as a tag tk. In this way, each user can assign a set of quality tags Tij={t1, t2, t3, …, tl} for document i.



TAGS AS SENSEMAKING ARTIFACTS



Russell et al. [7] defined sensemaking as the "process of searching for a representation and encoding data in that representation to answer task-specific questions". We argue that tags are sensemaking artifacts. Tags not only reflect the internal mental representations but also serve as external information scent to reconstruct certain representation in later information processing tasks. In tagging behavior, users intentionally generate prospective sensemaking annotations. Tagging produces artifacts intentionally created for sensemaking, which will reduce the cost of operation in later information foraging behavior.



The tag set Tij assigned by user i consists of quality tags with highest activation for user i. But this does not necessarily mean that this set has the highest activation for user q. For a document j, the tag set Tij assigned by user i is not necessarily equivalent to Tqj assigned by user j. However, as users in the same field or subfield usually share similar knowledge base and common ground, Tij can be similar to Tqj. Therefore, tags assigned by one user may have some value to identify quality tags for another user.



There are three main processes in Russell et al's learning loops during sensemaking: generation loop, data coverage loop, and representational shift loop [7]. In the generation loop, users search for appropriate representations to capture important regularities, which corresponds with the process of spreading activation of semantic concepts in our rational model. In the data coverage loop, users will identify information of interests, and appropriately instantiate their mental representations. Similarly, to the tag assignment process in our model, user will select mental concepts with salient activation and instantiate them as semantic terms (i.e., tags). The tags work as the "encodons" referred in [7]. Representational shift loop is guided by the discovery of residue. Similarly, user's tagging patterns will evolve as they assign more tags. Online tagging is usually a social behavior, which helps the representational shift at a



Tags as Information Scents for Information Foraging



Whether or not a tag is of high quality is partially determined by its use. The quality tags should be tags with the highest re-activation in later information retrieval. According to [5], the activation process in tag assigning and re-activation process in tag retrieval should be the same. Therefore, we assume tags with salient activation in the assigning phase usually have salient re-activation in the retrieval phase. Broadly, there can be two different kinds of usage for tags. One is for the purposes of information retrieval by users who assigned these tags in the first place; another is for the purposes of exploratory search by other 2



community level. This provides us with a scenario to explore sensemaking at a group or community level , which has not been studied extensively.



Time series & forecast for the most prolific user S-Curve Trend Model Yt = (10**1) / (12.8534 - 1.78328*(1.00604**t))
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Variable A ctual Fits Forecasts



Log(tag applications)



It is noteworthy that Weick [8] pointed out two imperfections of sensemaking process: our inability to shift representations easily due to the inertia of our representations, and our inability to find and use appropriate data. These inabilities can be reflected by individual user's preferences and bias of selecting tags, which can be complemented by interactions between user and social tags at a community level. Due to the "fallacy of centrality" [8], people may ignore many cues or scents due to their limited knowledge. Therefore, identifying and recommending quality tags can alleviate such problems.
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We now present two facets of our research that empirically seek to measure the characteristics of tagging systems and predict user’s tagging behavior.



Figure 2. Shows the number of tag applications by the most prolific user (black vertical lines). The extended green line shows the forecast of this user’s tag patterns for the next 60 sessions.



METRICS FOR CHARACTERIZING TAGGING SYSTEMS



Implications for sensemaking



In this facet of our research [2], we analyzed over two years of data from CiteULike, a social bookmarking system for tagging academic papers. We proposed six tag metrics—tag growth, tag reuse, tag non-obviousness, tag discrimination, tag frequency, and tag patterns—to understand the characteristics of a social bookmarking system. Using these metrics, we suggested possible design heuristics to implement a social bookmarking system for CiteSeer, a popular online scholarly digital library for computer science. We believe that these metrics and design heuristics can be applied to social bookmarking systems in other domains.



The tag growth and tag reuse metrics, when applied to CiteULike’s data, showed that the tag vocabulary is consistently increasing and users are not reusing others’ tags. One likely reason for this tagging behavior was that the tagging interface in CiteULike did not facilitate tag reuse, which may have resulted in users creating new tags and not recycling existing ones. If social bookmarking systems want to encourage better sensemaking that overlaps interests of similar scholars, particular attention should be paid to the design of the interface when users tag papers. For CiteSeer, we are designing an integrated tagging interface that facilitates reuse of tags by allowing users to see previously used tags.



Overview of study



In systems that support scholarly services, such as CiteULike and CiteSeer, it is reasonable to presume that sensemaking and information seeking behavior is being influenced by seasonal factors. Typically, these seasonal factors are periodical events that are scholarly in nature, such as conference and grant deadlines, semester milestones, thesis defenses, and so on. After all, these periodical events drive a user’s sensemaking activities to search for academic papers, find a citation to an article that the user once read before, or just browse a research area. For CiteSeer, we want to develop social bookmarking services within the larger context of users’ scholarly activities. That is, in addition to tagging academic papers, we want to support other scholarly activities that are related to tagging. Specifically, we want to supplement seasonal tagging periods with relevant scholarly resources. By scholarly resources, we mean things such as conference deadlines relevant to one’s tagging activity, papers related to the target paper(s) that is being tagged, and even users who are using similar tags as one self. The idea is to provide users with relevant scholarly resources during their tagging activity.



Our analysis is based on over two years of CiteULike’s data. In the dataset, there were a total of 32,242 tag applications. There were 2,011 distinct users, 9,623 distinct papers, and 6,527 distinct tags. The two most prolific users had 3,883 and 634 tag applications while 42 users had 100 or more tag applications. Summary of results



• Although CiteULike supports tag reuse, many users did not reuse tags from others’ tag collection. However, we found that users were indeed reusing tags from their personal collection. • The existence of tag patterns can help to identify peak and dormant periods in users’ tagging behavior. We believe that these periods, at least for the scholarly domain, are seasonal in nature. By seasonal, we mean that users’ tagging behavior is influenced by periodical scholarly events external to the social bookmarking system.
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the quality of tagging vocabulary in their system and what they can do in terms of user recommendation to improve the quality.



MODELS FOR PREDICTING USER BEHAVIOR



In this facet of our research, we conducted an empirical study of tags as information scent. Based on our rational model of tagging behavior in Figure 1, we designed and carried out a user study to explore what attributes of tags and taggers predict user-rated "quality" of tags. Based on our results, we derived a regression model for tag quality.



In our study, 90 participants assigned more than 100 tags for each of the four papers in the first phase. Such a high number of tags seem to an inefficient model for information foraging. Just as our results showed, participants rated some tags as high quality while rated others as low quality. Hence, there is value in discriminating higher quality tags from lower quality tags. This implies that given some attributes of tags that are deemed important for a social bookmarking system, lower quality tags may be allowed to decay after some time whereas higher quality tags can be sustained in the system (e.g., through tag recommendation). The identified quality tags are recommendable according to our results.



Overview of study



A survey-based user study of HCI researchers and practitioners was conducted online with two phases according to our model. In the first phase, participants were given four scholarly papers (corresponding to the activating process in the model). They were asked to assign tags to each of the papers (corresponding to the selecting process in the model). In the second phase, participants were asked to evaluate how well the tags described each paper (corresponding to the describing process in the model).



CONCLUSION



By viewing tags as information scent for information foraging, we built a rational model, which provides a systematic perspective to reconsider tagging behavior as community sensemaking. We used the rational model as the theoretical background and basis for our studies. Through presentation and discussion at the workshop, we invite designers and researchers interested in studying sensemaking to extend our theoretical model and results.



Summary of results



• Frequency best predicted tag quality, while information entropy provided further refinement. We found ln(frequency), (entropy)2, and entropy entered into the regression model as significant with p
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Figure 3. Frequency and entropy together predicted quality tags. • Users rated self-generated tags as higher in quality than tags generated by others, but the highest-quality tags generated by others are rated as highly as self-generated tags. Implications for sensemaking



This study provides applicable regression models to identify quality tags, which can be directly used by tagging systems to recommend tags to users. Tag recommendation can enhance the sensemaking practices of users. These models can also be used by designers to understand how social bookmarking systems are evolving with respect to 4
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